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Symbols 》
BMW climate membrane

Removable protectors

GORE-TEX®

Retrofittable protectors

GORE-TEX® Windstopper

Reflective material

Fit
Helmet shell in a range of sizes.

Leather

Neck strap

Kangaroo leather

Ventilation

Stingray leather

Shift™ technology
s a partition in the reservoir to keep the drink tube
when the two-litre container is full.

Double-glazed visor

Cordura
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Double-D fastener
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Material strength

Water-repellent
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cle suits.

Dynatec

See index for details.

Warm weather

Waterproof pocket

Transitional weather

Removable, waterproof insert

Cold weather

Integrated storm hood

Ventilation

coldblack/TFL Cool technology

Nickel-free accessories
All BMW Motorrad buttons and zips are nickel free to protect
your skin.

Keprotec
A blend of Kevlar and PA fibres which enhances Kevlar’s
already excellent stretchability and abrasion resistance.
Used to reinforce those areas most at risk in a fall, such
as the elbows, shoulders, knees and thumbs.
Laminate
A layered structure of various materials created by thermal
adhesion (the adhesive is usually applied in spots), and
particularly suited for use with all-weather membranes. Can
also take the form of a lining laminate or three-ply laminate,
and does not always need to be thermally attached to the
outer material.

Nubuck leather
A highly breathable leather with a slightly roughened surface,
resulting in a velvety feel.
Nyspan®
A bi-stretch fabric made from comfortable elastic yarn.
Off-road helmet
A helmet with a chin guard and sunshield but no visor.

Leather
Because all leathers are not equal, we only use the very
best. With a minimum thickness of at least 1.2 mm for our
suits, and often much more, they offer exceptional abrasion
resistance as a result.

PCP/CP
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is banned under the German
prohibited chemicals order of 14 October 1993, though it
may be used in concentrations of up to 5 mg/kg in leather
processing.

Material strength
The specific combination of materials and protectors used in
each product determines its abrasion resistance, tear resistance,
impact resistance and burst strength.

PITTARDS
An English tannery that produces specially treated Cabretta
leather, entitled WR-100/WR 100X. The leather absorbs very
little water and is resistant to sweat, making it especially
suitable for use in gloves. It is particularly soft to the touch,
and remains so over the long term.

Categories:
1 star: average
2 stars: good
3 stars: outstanding hard-wearing properties in all areas
Motorcycle-specific fit
This cut takes account of the body’s contours in the riding
position. The tops of the sleeves are further forwards, the
sleeves and legs are angled, and there are numerous other
special design details.
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Nappa leather
The upper surface of the hide. Smooth and slightly
34shiny,
worked to a soft leather with a fine grain.
50
58
66
84
90
91

PORON®
A foam that comes in a variety of densities and specifications.
Our gloves use specially designed foams that provide a high
level of impact protection and keep their shape over a long
period.

BMW C.A.R.E
ProTechWool
HELMETS
A unique blend of wool and polyamide. It’s breathable,
quick-drying and heat-conducting.
SUITS
ProtectionGuard
JACKETS
/ TROUSERS
Combines the looks and quality of raw leather with the easy
maintenance
of
a
performance fabric.
BOOTS / SNEAKERS
GLOVES
FUNCTIONAL /
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
BAGS / ACCESSORIES
MIX AND MATCH
SIZE CHARTS

Safety, active and passive
Active safety measures are designed to prevent accident
for example by using reflective material for good visibility.
Passive safety features aim to minimize the effects of
an accident, for instance by employing impact-resistant
protectors and outer materials.

Schoeller PCM
Derived from space research, this material features speci
paraffin capsules that allow it to store heat when warm a
release it when the temperature drops. This means it can
minimize fluctuations in body temperature, keeping the ri
comfortable. The material is at its most effective between
temperatures of five and 25°C.

Seamless bonding technology
This process involves placing two pieces side by side, th
covering the join with tape and pressure-bonding them w
hot glue to create a flat, elastic join rather than a sewn se

Serafil
Highly tear-resistant safety yarn used in all BMW Motorra
motorcycle suits.

Shape-Shift™ technology
This uses a partition in the reservoir to keep the drink tub
flat even when the two-litre container is full.

TFL Cool System
Cool technology is used in dark leather and fabric garme
Thanks to a special manufacturing process, sunlight is
reflected from the dark surface of the leather or fabric in
same way as from a light surface, making the outer mate
much less likely to overheat.

Z-liner
Here, the membrane is like a lining “suspended” betwee
the outer material and the lining itself.

See index for details.

Waterproof

Special women’s cut

Windproof

Extremely light in weight

Reinforced material
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THE RELENTLESS
PURSUIT OF
PERFECTION.
Riding pleasure starts long before you get onto your motorcycle.
Because when you know your safety is taken care of, you’re
free to enjoy the buzz of anticipation whenever you suit up
for the next journey. That’s why BMW Motorrad created the
C.A.R.E. stamp of approval. C.A.R.E. stands for Concept of
Advanced Rider Equipment, and represents the unwavering
commitment to safety, innovation, comfort and quality
that goes into designing every item of BMW Motorrad rider
equipment.
Each product is years in the making. Whether we’re talking
about the new, hard-wearing materials developed by a dedicated
R&D team, the sophisticated design elements that increase
both protection and comfort, or the testing methods devised
and employed in-house, the highest standards are applied
from start to ﬁnish. This relentless pursuit of perfection allows
BMW Motorrad to ensure that its products meet standards
far more stringent than CE and EU norms. Only then will they
receive the C.A.R.E. stamp of approval. We want you to enjoy
riding your motorcycle – and that doesn’t just mean meeting
standards. It means surpassing them, in everything we do.
Find out more at bmw-motorrad.com/care

SAFETY

INNOVATION

Safety is the number one priority when out on the road. And this doesn’t just
apply to the bike itself – it means having the right protective clothing, too.
When riders take to the tarmac, they’re completely exposed, and there’s a lot
going on around them. They need to be prepared for anything that comes
their way. That’s why safety is one of four C.A.R.E. criteria, and central to the
development of our rider equipment. Every last detail is subject to intense
scrutiny to ensure comprehensive protection.

Innovation has been at the heart of BMW Motorrad since it was established in
1923. We’ve also led the way in the development of rider equipment since the
mid-seventies. We’ve invested years of research, development and testing to
create solutions that meet a wide-ranging set of requirements for motorcycling
clothing – with the aim of making the best even better.

We take great care in ensuring that our products are compatible with one
another. Whether you go for a BMW Motorrad jacket, trousers and helmet, or
combine several other products, each item must function as part of a single
protective unit that leaves no part of the body vulnerable.
On all of our trousers, jackets and suits, those areas most at risk in the event
of an accident are reinforced, double stitched and ﬁtted with state-of-the-art
CE protectors. This ensures the garments can withstand all the usual stresses
and strains of day-to-day riding, and even the hardest impacts on asphalt and
gravel, without sacriﬁcing freedom of movement.

Our groundbreaking BMW climate membrane technologies are prime examples
of this. The membrane breathes in summer to keep riders cool, while locking
in warmth on colder days. It also offers a waterproof rating of 10,000 mm.
Combining unprecedented damping properties with maximum comfort, our
NP and NP2 protectors are prime examples of why BMW Motorrad rider
equipment is at the forefront of innovation. Our Neck Brace system is also a
landmark achievement: BMW Motorrad is the ﬁrst manufacturer to signiﬁcantly
reduce the risk of damage to the neck area without affecting freedom of
movement.
C.A.R.E. is more than just a seal of approval – it’s a promise to our customers
that we’re constantly breaking new ground to deliver safer, higher-quality and
more comfortable products.

The materials and treatments, the manufacturing techniques, and every test
at every stage all reﬂect the pursuit of one goal: to provide riders with the
highest level of active and passive safety and the most enjoyable ride possible.
After all, at BMW Motorrad, safety is about providing total peace of mind.

COMFORT

QUALITY

Just like safety, comfort is a crucial factor in the development of rider equipment.
Ultimately, it’s about providing maximum passive protection while ensuring
riders are unaware of and not distracted by any of the garments they are
wearing.

At BMW Motorrad, we know that raising the bar means going to great lengths.
That’s why we put our products through mile after mile of testing to identify
and eliminate any potential weaknesses. Every item in the BMW Motorrad
rider equipment range is designed and built to endure the countless miles
riders cover.

Whatever the weather conditions, and however hot or cold it may be,
anything less than total comfort might diminish their ability to react. That’s
why BMW Motorrad clothing includes the latest ventilation and membrane
technologies. It’s also why we design our helmets to keep wind noise to a
minimum.
Not only do our products look and feel great, they’re also supremely functional.
We strive to set new standards in everything we do. Whether it’s the collar,
the sleeves or the cuffs – we’re meticulous about every part of every garment,
no matter how big or small.

There are no legal requirements for quality and durability, so we decided to
create our own standard with its own set of criteria. And this is something
we’re taking very seriously. In our dedicated laboratory, every item of
BMW Motorrad rider equipment is tested down to the last detail to ensure
incomparable quality – and this includes the development processes and
the materials used to make them.
We shake, scrape and smash practically everything within our reach in our
test facilities. As a result, you’re unlikely to ﬁnd the same level of quality
anywhere else.

COMFORT

C.A.R.E. STANDARDS – HOW THEY MEASURE UP

CATEGORY

STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Fit and ergonomics

In general, only standardized sizes are available.
(DIN EN ISO 340*)

The sizes we offer are based entirely on the dimensions measured and
supplied to us by our customers.

Height-adjustable protectors

There is no legislation that requires knee protectors to be height
adjustable.

Our protectors are height-adjustable as standard, ensuring the perfect ﬁt for
each rider.

Helmet ventilation

Standard helmets offer ventilation around the upper part of the
head only.

BMW Motorrad helmets are designed to allow air to circulate around the
entire head. The chin and visor areas are well ventilated to ensure mist-free
vision even in the toughest conditions.

SAFETY
CATEGORY

INDUSTRY STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Impact absorption properties

There is no legal requirement for specially ﬁtted left and
right-hand protectors.

BMW Motorrad offers left and right-hand protectors that can be adapted to
the rider’s speciﬁc shape. It offers excellent impact absorption performance
and has won countless consumer awards.

Tear resistance

Materials must be able to withstand a minimum force of
100 N/cm2. (DIN EN ISO 13937-2:2000; tear resistance*)

The materials we use must be able to resist a force of at least 1000 N/cm2.

Impact/abrasion resistance

In standard industry testing, materials are exposed solely to an
abrasive belt running at approx. 29 km/h.
(DIN EN ISO 13595-2:2002; impact abrasion resistance*)

The BMW testing institute simulates the impact, fall and slide of a 75-kg
rider on motorway tarmac, at speeds of up to 120 km/h.

Helmet aerodynamics/
aeroacoustics

Helmets are tested individually for aerodynamic and
aeroacoustic performance, without the rider or motorcycle.

We analyze the aerodynamics and aeroacoustics for the helmet (with both
rider and motorcycle) over many hours of wind tunnel testing.

Helmet angles of sight

Standard regulations do not call for helmets to offer an expanded
(and thus safer) ﬁeld of vision.

By offering angles of sight that go beyond industry norms, our helmets provide
a wider ﬁeld of vision, particularly laterally. This signiﬁcantly increases safety
when riding in urban areas.
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CATEGORY

INDUSTRY STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Water resistance

According to DIN standards, fabric with a water head of
1,300 mm is considered waterproof. (DIN EN 20811:1992;
water resistance*)

The BMW climate membrane offers a 10,000-mm head of water, while also
being incredibly breathable.

Practicality

Legal requirements do not call for motorcycle clothing to be
tested in use at all.

BMW Motorrad test riders assess the functionality of every item we produce
over numerous rides (including endurance testing) in a range of weather
conditions.

Helmet water resistance

There is no legal requirement to integrate seals within the
structure of helmets. If desired, manufacturers can simply apply
seals using adhesive.

Our innovative seals are built in to the structure of our helmets, and are not
glued on. This ensures peerless protection and water resistance in even the
toughest conditions.

Helmet angle of removal

By law, the maximum angle of removal permitted for helmets is
30 degrees. (ECE 22.05 roll-off test*)

BMW Motorrad enduro helmets, for example, offer an angle of removal of no
more than 15 degrees, thanks to their innovative neck straps.
* Last updated: October 2014

INNOVATION

QUALITY

As there are no legal requirements for quality, we are using the appropriate DIN EN ISO standards as a basis. BMW Motorrad requirements dictate
that at least 5 of the 7 criteria should be met.

CATEGORY

STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Resistance to fading

No industry standard.

Garments are spread out under xenon light to test their resistance to fading.
(Taken from DIN EN ISO 105-B02:2002; resistance to fading*)

Rub fastness

No industry standard.

Each material is placed alongside a wet or dry testing fabric, then rubbed
together. The rub fastness is assessed based on the colouring of the test
fabric. (Taken from DIN EN ISO 105-X12:2002; rub fastness*)

Colour fastness to
perspiration

No industry standard.

Textiles are placed alongside a testing fabric soaked in sweat, and then
rubbed together. (Taken from DIN EN ISO 105-E04:2013; fastness to
perspiration*)

Oil repellency

No industry standard.

Materials are tested for their resistance to oil and petrol, in the same way as
the colour fastness analysis. (Taken from DIN EN ISO 105-X12:2002; rub
fastness*)

Fastener abrasion resistance

No industry standard.

Textiles are subjected to the Martindale abrasion test, at a force of 9kPa over
4000 cycles, to assess their resistance to wearing. (VDA 230-210:2008,
taken from DIN EN 530:2013; fastener abrasion resistance*)

Abrasion resistance

No industry standard.

Each material is rubbed against a standardized piece of test fabric over
30,000 cycles. (Taken from DIN EN ISO 12947-2:2007; wear resistance*)

Washing fastness

No industry standard.

Textiles are sewn into a piece of test fabric, then placed in a beaker full of
detergent solution and agitated. The test fabric is then dried, and the
colouring assessed. (Taken from DIN EN ISO 105-C06:2010; textile washing
fastness*)

Helmet UV and impact
resistance

No industry standard.

Our paint systems are subjected to strict testing to ensure they maintain
their appearance and performance over time.

Helmet chin section wear

No industry standard.

In fatigue testing, the opening and closing of the visor and chin section is
repeated over and over again. This ensures the helmet functions correctly
throughout the entire life cycle.
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HELMETS

Helmets 》
NEW

GS helmet

System 6 EVO helmet

• Enduro helmet, perfect for touring
• % carbon-fibre reinforced plastic
shell
• High-level impact reduction and
safety performance
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Double-glazed, three-dimensionally
curved visor
• Anti-fog inner visor, outer visor has
anti-scratch coating on both sides
• Spoiler and removable sun shield for
optimum aerodynamics
• Highly effective ventilation system
• Removable chinbar and dust filter for
offroad and hot-weather riding

• Removable, washable head and
cheek pads
• Neck straps for secure hold
• Compatible with BMW Motorrad
communication system
• Peak and/or visor can be removed or
replaced in seconds
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight: approx. , grams with
peak and dual visor
• Tinted visor available as an optional
extra (not available in the UK)
• Sizes: /–/
(two helmet shell sizes available)

• Flip-front helmet with quadruple-joint
mechanism
• Outer shell made of glass-fibre
reinforced plastic, two sizes available
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Double-glazed visor with anti-scratch
coating on outer face
• Excellent head and visor ventilation
• Outstanding aerodynamics and
aeroacoustics
• Built-in drop-down sun visor, operated
via slide control
• Central release button to open the
chin guard
• Very wide field of vision

• Chin strap with snap lock
• Neck straps prevent the helmet from
twisting in the event of an impact
• Removable, washable lining made of
DuPont Coolmax®
• Retrofittable neck and cheek pads
• Compatible with BMW Motorrad
communication system
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight approx. , grams (small
helmet)
• Tinted visor available as an optional
extra
• Sizes: /–/

Exclusive colour scheme: GS trophy

Colour scheme: One World

Colour: Brilliant White

Colour: Light White

Colour scheme: Xplore

Colour: Black Matt

Colour: Fluorescent Orange

Colour: Fluorescent Yellow

Colour: White Silver Metallic

Colour: Sapphire Black Metallic

Colour: Jet Black Matt

Colour: Titanium Silver Metallic

Dekor: Comp

These goggles are a perfect match for the GS helmet, offer excellent ventilation for
off-road use, and comply with the EN : safety standard. The width-adjustable
strap and comfortable padding make them a joy to wear. Also available with easy-change
transparent, tinted or orange glazing.

GS enduro goggles
10

Colour scheme: Dynamic

Colour scheme: Spirit
11

Helmets 》

Sport helmet*
• Integral helmet with dynamic design
• Outer shell made of glass-fibre
reinforced plastic, two sizes available
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Double-glazed visor; outer visor has
anti-scratch coating on both sides
• Head ventilation adjustable by slide
control, visor ventilation by rocker
• Lining made of washable,
moisture-wicking Hydroplus

Race helmet
• Chin strap with snap lock
• Neck straps for secure hold
• Visor is easily replaced
• Compatible with BMW Motorrad
communication system
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight approx. , grams
• Sizes: /–/

Colour: White Metallic

• Integral helmet, suitable for road and
track use
• Glass-fibre/carbon-fibre outer shell in
two sizes
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Large spoiler for maximum stability at
speeds of over  km/h
• Visor with wide field of vision,
two-dimensionally curved, with
anti-scratch coating on both sides
• Anti-fog inner visor
• Effective visor and head ventilation

• Visor lock button at the side
• Neck contour ensures wearer comfort
even when in the prone riding position
• Double-D fastener
• Neck straps maintain stability
• Fully removable and washable liner
• All colours supplied with clear visor,
and one set of tear-offs
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight approx. , grams (small
helmet)
• Sizes: /–/

Colour scheme: Ignition

For helmets to deliver maximum safety, they must combine a
number of different functions. As expected, the Race helmet
is exceptional when it comes to impact absorption. Its raceproven, full-face design lets you concentrate completely on
the road ahead, and react at lightning speed.

Exklusiv  helmet bag
•
•
•
•
•

Colour: Black

Waterproof, robust nylon material
Impact-absorbing liner
Padded all round
Extra-long zip fastener
Colour: Anthracite

Colour: Granite Grey Matt

Colour: White

Colour scheme: Black Matrix

Colour: Black Matt

* While stocks last
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Helmets 》

AirFlow helmet

Legend helmet
• Retro-style jet helmet
• Outer shell made of glass-fibre
reinforced plastic
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Short sun shield, no visor
• High quality leather interior with
embroidered BMW logo
• Washable liner with mesh for superior
ventilation
• Removable, washable head and
cheek pads

• Chrome-plated edging
• Chin strap with double-D fastener
• Integrated padded neck straps
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight approx. , grams
• Sizes: XS–, S–, M–, L–,
XL–

• Premium jet helmet with excellent
ventilation
• Outer shell made of glass-fibre
reinforced plastic, three sizes
available
• EPS inner shell made up of several
sections
• Inner three-dimensionally curved
visor, with anti-scratch coating on
both sides (class  optical quality)
• Two large ventilation zones can be
closed via slide control to keep out
rain
• Outstanding aerodynamics and
aeroacoustics

• Chin strap with snap lock and variable
insertion depths
• Integrated neck straps
• Washable liner
• High-quality aluminium elements
with BMW branding
• Compatible with BMW Motorrad
communication system
• Complies with ECE -
• Weight approx. ,/,/,
grams
• Tinted visor available as an optional
extra
• Sizes: /–/

Colour scheme: NineT

Colour scheme: Trace

With classic styling, high-quality leather and no visor, the
Legend helmet means business. There’s no doubting its safety
performance either, thanks to first-rate impact absorption and
integrated neck straps. Matching goggles and an optional sun
shield complete the timeless look.

Colour: Black Storm Metallic

Colour: White

Colour: Titanium Silver

Colour: Magnesium Matt

Colour: Light White

Colour scheme: Logo

Legend goggles
The inside comfort padding is made from soft leather,
and the strap is width-adjustable. The BMW logo appears
on the bridge, which has a patented change mechanism.
The goggles feature clear lenses, and are optionally
available as lightly mirrored/tinted changeable versions.

Colour: Night Black
14
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②

①
Phone and voice
prompts

Phone

①

Intercom

Music

Music

Phone

③

③
④

Communication systems

BMW Motorrad communication systems are the most convenient
and reliable way to connect with other riders. This is achieved via
wireless verbal communication between two helmets. Each helmet
can also be connected to the BMW Motorrad Navigator V or a
Bluetooth-enabled mobile device. The systems are designed to
make communication as easy as possible out on the road: they’re
lightweight, easy to use and deliver outstanding sound quality.
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• Compatible systems are available
for the System , ,  EVO helmets,
Sport/AirFlow helmets and the
new GS helmet
• Up to  connections per helmet
• NiMH battery pack, (, mAh),
– hours operating time
• Suitable for use in temperatures
from - to )°C
• Bluetooth profiles: headset,
hands-free, ADP, SPP
• Weight approx. ) grams

① The buttons of the BMW Motorrad
communication system allow users to
switch between music/intercom and
control the volume.
② A Navigator V linked to the communication
system will relay its instructions directly
to the helmet. It can also be used as an
MP3 player and to control a connected
mobile phone.
③

Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones can
be connected to the rider and pillion
passenger’s communication systems,
either directly or via the BMW Motorrad
Navigator V for the rider.

④ The rider and pillion passenger can connect
to the audio system if the motorcycle is
equipped with one. Compatible models
include the R 1200 RT, K 1600 GT and
K 1600 GTL.
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SUITS

Suits 》 Textile

StreetGuard suit
• Professional-grade touring suit for
year-round use
• Short or /-length long jacket with
adjustable waist
• -Perform material: abrasion-resistant,
elasticated three-layer laminate
• Double-thickness ProtectionGuard
material in vulnerable areas
• Removable NP protectors at
shoulders, elbows, back, hips and
knees (adjustable to three different
heights)
• Coccyx protector retrofittable
• Waterproof, windproof and
incredibly breathable, thanks to the
BMW climate membrane
• Removable storm collar with
integrated storm hood
• Removable thermal insert for trousers
and windproof thermal inner jacket
with excellent insulation; can also be
worn separately
• Steplessly adjustable trouser waist

• Zip-up bib and adjustable braces on
men’s trousers
• Zip-up raised waistband with anti-slip
effect on women’s trousers
• Ventilation zippers on jacket and
trousers
• Waterproof jacket and trouser
pockets, and sophisticated pocket for
multimedia devices
• Reflective print on front, back and
trouser legs
• Connector zip:  cm (all-around)
• Comfort fit
• Colours: short jacket in Anthracite or
Anthracite/Red, long jacket in Black,
trousers in Black
• Sizes (women): –, –, –
(Anthracite/Red – only)
• Sizes (men): –, –, –
(Anthracite/Red – only)

Whatever your ride has in store, the StreetGuard suit will be
ready. Equipped to tackle every weather condition and
road surface, it features elasticated -Perform material and
removable NP protectors, setting new standards in safety
and rider comfort. Waterproof, windproof and incredibly
breathable, this genuine all-rounder is available in three
eye-catching designs, with either a short or long jacket.

Short jacket, men’s cut,
Anthracite
The removable storm collar
with integrated storm hood
keeps the wind and rain
reliably at bay.

Providing fit, support and
ventilation: with zip-up bib,
stretch zones at the side
and adjustable braces, the
men’s trousers are more
comfortable than ever.

Short jacket and trousers,
men’s cut, Anthracite/Red
20

Long jacket, women’s cut,
Black
21

Suits 》 Textile
Venting suit
• Lightweight, stylish textile suit designed for high summer
temperatures
• Outer made from abrasion-resistant Cordura® denim and
mesh fabric for optimum ventilation
• Material reinforced in vulnerable areas
• Lightweight, removable NPL protectors at shoulders,
elbows, knees (height adjustable) and hips
• Removable NPL back protector, pocket features D mesh
for optimum air circulation
• Lightweight stretch Dynatec on backs of knees for maximum
freedom of movement
• Zipper at wrist with stud fastener
• Long side-leg zips extend to hips, making the trousers easy
to put on and remove
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Denim/mesh (mesh material in Dark Blue)
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Cover jacket

AirFlow suit
• Two-piece summer suit for warm
weather
• Abrasion-resistant schoeller®
Dynatec outer
• Removable NP protectors at
shoulders, elbows, back, hips and
knees (height adjustable)
• Stretch Dynatec on the upper back
for maximum freedom of movement
• AirTex mesh inserts for improved
ventilation
• Eyelet functional lining is extremely air
permeable and elasticated
• Includes windproof Cover jacket to
wear over top in cooler weather
• Reflective material on the jacket and
trousers
• Coldblack finish on Black suit
prevents overheating
• Soft material on the collar, sleeve
seams and trouser waistband

Men’s cut, Black
Women’s sizes also available.
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• Velcro fasteners to adjust width of
trouser waistband, sleeve cuffs, and
trouser cuffs, and waist of the
women’s jacket
• Two built-in carry straps mean jacket
can also be worn as rucksack
• Two jacket side pockets, one back
pocket, three inner pockets, two
trouser pockets (most pockets with zips)
• Waterproof pouch in jacket pocket
• Connector zip:  cm (all-around)
• Regular fit
• Colours: jacket and trousers in Black
or jacket in Grey/Red with trousers in
Grey; cover jacket only available in Red
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men), Black: –, –,
trousers also in – (Grey/Red
– only)

Men’s cut, Denim/mesh
Women’s cut, Grey/Red
Men’s sizes also available.

Women’s cut, Denim/mesh
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Suits 》 Textile

TourShell suit
• Sporty, waterproof touring suit for
year-round use
• Abrasion-resistant material, with an
elasticated three-layer laminate made
up of polyamide and elastane
• BMW climate membrane (windproof,
waterproof and breathable)
• Areas at risk in the event of a fall
reinforced with abrasion-resistant
Cordura
• Improved, removable NP protectors
at shoulders, elbows, back, hips and
knees (adjustable to three different
heights)
• Removable, padded thermal jacket,
can also be worn separately
• Removable neck warmer
• Steplessly adjustable collar, sleeve
cuffs and trouser waistband
• Sleeve cuffs designed to keep out
cold and wind when changing gloves

CoverAll suit
• Jacket and trousers each have two
waterproof outer pockets, and jacket
has two inner pockets
• Waterproof ventilation zips on jacket
• Reflective print on jacket and trousers
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Separate men’s and women’s versions
• Women’s jacket has press stud at
neck
• Regular fit
• Colours (women’s jacket): Black/Lilac,
Orange/Orange
• Colours (men’s jacket): Black/Yellow,
Deep Sea/Black
• Colour (trousers): Black
• Sizes (women): –, –
(Orange – only)
• Sizes (men): –, –
(Deep Sea – only)

• Waterproof one-piece oversuit
• Abrasion-resistant three-ply laminate
• Lightweight NPL protectors at shoulders, elbows, hips
and knees (removable), height-adjustable knee protector
• NPL back protector can be retrofitted
• BMW climate membrane (windproof, waterproof and
breathable)
• Integrated storm hood, wind and waterproof
• Long zips on front and outer leg make it easy to put on
• Waist adjustable with side strap, trousers and arm cuffs
with Velcro fasteners
• Waterproof pockets on chest (inner and outer) and sleeves;
two side insert pockets, both with access to trousers worn
underneath
• Reflective piping on chest, back and upper arms
• Overlapping material on back creates two-piece look;
“variable” back length for increased comfort
• Comfort fit
• Colour: Black/Anthracite
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

Men’s cut,
Deep Sea/Black

The one-piece CoverAll suit is simply worn over standard
clothing, and is as functional as it is flexible. Waterproof,
windproof, and with a range of protectors and reflective
prints, the CoverAll suit is the perfect solution for
commuters.

Men’s cut,
Black/Yellow
24

Women’s cut,
Black/Lilac

Women’s cut,
Orange/Orange

Thermal inner jacket
included with all jackets
25

Suits 》 Textile
NEW

GS Dry suit
• Entry-level enduro suit, suitable for touring
• NP protectors at shoulders, elbows, back, hips and knees
(height adjustable)
• Material reinforced in vulnerable areas
• Cordura  outer with breathable coating
• BMW climate membrane (windproof, waterproof and
breathable)
• Two waterproof patch pockets on jacket
• Leather trim on the inside of the knees
• Ventilation zips on the chest and back
• Air mesh lining in back for improved circulation
• Stretch inserts for comfortable fit
• Reflective print and button-on reflective areas
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Comfort fit
• Colours (women): Black/Anthracite, Grey/Red
• Colours (men): Grey/Black, Black/Anthracite
• Sizes (women): – and – (Black/Anthracite only)
• Sizes (men): – and – (Grey/Black only)

NEW
The combination of safety, functionality and
comfort makes the Rallye suit a must for enduro
riders who need gear they can rely on, whatever
the weather. The outer is made from ProTechWool,
a new performance fabric made from wool and
polyamide with a carbon finish to maintain its
strength.

Rallye suit
• Offroad suit with waterproof insert
• ProTechWool, a performance fabric made from wool and
polyamide with a carbon finish
• Wind and waterproof, comfort-mapped BMW climate
membrane insert that adapts to your body
• Material reinforced in vulnerable areas
• Elastic, breathable lining in the jacket
• Leather on insides of knees for a firm grip on the tank when
riding offroad
• NP protectors on shoulders, elbows, back, hips and knees
(adjustable to three different heights)
• Jacket with removable sleeves
• Sophisticated ventilation
• Seven jacket pockets, back pocket for TrinkPak, three
trouser pockets
• Reflective material on the jacket sleeves and trousers
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Comfort fit
• Colours and sizes: Blue/Grey (–, –,
trousers –), Black/Red (–)

With its unique Z-liner ventilation system, first-rate protection,
and reflective print that meets international standards, the
GS Dry suit keeps riders dry and comfortable on trails and
roads around the world.
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Suits 》 Leather

Start suit
Atlantis suit
• All-weather touring suit made of water-repellent nubuck
cowhide leather
• Naturally breathable leather regulates body temperature
and moisture extremely effectively
• Removable NP protectors at knees (adjustable to two
different heights), back, shoulders, elbows, and hips
• Coccyx protector retrofittable
• Adjustable at waist, arm and leg cuffs
• Stretch zones and optimized fit for increased comfort
• Waterproof stitching and water-repellent zips
• Waterproof membrane inserts on fly and jacket zip
• Reflective print on shoulders
• Connector zip: all-around or  cm
• Comfort fit
• Colour: Anthracite
• Sizes (women): –, – (short), – (long)
• Sizes (men): –, – (intermediate sizes),
– (slim)

• Sporty leather two-piece suit
• % cowhide nappa leather
(. mm)
• Removable NP protectors on back
and hips
• NP protectors stitched in at
shoulders, elbows, and knees
• Leather stretch inserts for maximum
comfort
• Aramid stretch inserts on arms
and legs
• Seams are double-stitched or flat
seams
• Special women’s cut; trousers have
additional leather stretch inserts at
the hips
• Integrated, shock-absorbing material
at collarbone
• Retrofittable hard plastic knee sliders
• Connector zip
• Regular fit
• Colours (women’s jacket): Black/Red
• Colours (men’s jacket): Black/Blue,
Black/Grey
• Colour (trousers): Black
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –
(jacket: Black/Blue in – only)

Women’s cut, Black/Red

This leather suit is the perfect
introduction to the world of motorsport.
% cowhide nappa leather,
stitched-in protectors, and a number
of leather and aramid stretch inserts
ensure a streamlined, comfortable fit.
As such, it is ideal for short trips and
longer tours alike.

Material information: hydrophobic leather

Men’s cut, Anthracite
Women’s sizes also available.
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The best water-repellent qualities are obtained when only
the leather fibres are encapsulated and the pores are left
open, helping to maintain breathability. Environmentally
friendly finishing in a German tannery makes the leather
even better for your skin.

Men’s cut, Black/Blue

Men’s cut, Black/Grey
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Suits 》 Leather

DoubleR suit

Sport suit*
• Professional-grade sport suit in
BMW Motorrad Motorsport colours
• % cowhide nappa leather (. mm),
% kangaroo leather (approx.  mm
thick)
• Removable NP/NP protectors at the
back and on hips; stitched protectors
on shoulders, elbows and knees
• Coccyx NP/NP protector retrofittable
• Integrated, shock-absorbing material
at collarbone and on chest
• Small hump with zip for fitting
Neck Brace System
• Plastic-covered INOX stainless steel
slider at shoulders and elbows
• Replaceable rigid-plastic sliders at
the knees

• Body-hugging one-piece race suit in
BMW Motorrad Motorsport design
• Highly abrasion-resistant cowhide
leather, approx. . mm thick
• Joint protectors at shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees
• Separate Shield back protector (p. )
• Plastic-covered stainless steel sliders at
shoulders and elbows
• Replaceable rigid-plastic sliders at the
knees
• Preshaped joints for optimal posture in
racing position
• Aerodynamic hump
• Numerous stretch leather and textile
inserts for maximum comfort
• Perforated leather on chest and back for
excellent ventilation
• Washable lining
• Ends of trouser legs are zipped and can
be tucked inside or worn over boots
• Regular fit
• Colour: Black/White/Blue/Red
• Sizes (men): –

• Front zip can also be used as air vent
• D air mesh lining in back for
improved circulation
• Stretch inserts made of leather and
schoeller Keprotech for an optimum
fit and freedom of movement
• Preshaped sleeves and knees for
excellent seated posture on the
motorcycle
• Seams are double-stitched or flat
seams
• Black leather with TFL cool
technology
• Connector zip (all-around)
• Standard fit
• Colour: Black/Grey
• Size (men): –, –

DoubleR Skin
undersuit

This suit has been redesigned for an even better racing fit.
It includes a handy clothing bag with a window, carry straps
and Shield back protector.

For product information,
see page 

Men’s cut, Black/Grey
* While stocks last
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Suits 》 Leather
DoubleR Race AIR suit
All the benefits of the DoubleR suit, plus intelligent technology: the
DoubleR Race Air provides ultrafast protection on the track. The API
system takes just  milliseconds to inflate a cushion around the
shoulders – a milestone in safety technology. API must be switched
off for use on public roads.

DoubleR Race AIR suit
• One-piece racing suit with Active
Protection Inflatable (API) system
• Highly abrasion-resistant cowhide
leather, approx. . mm thick
• Intelligent API system for optimum
safety on the track
• API activates an inflatable cushion on
the neck, shoulders and clavicle in
the event of a crash
• Activation time:  milliseconds
• Joint protectors at shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees
• Separate Shield back protector

• Plastic-covered stainless steel sliders
at shoulders and elbows
• Replaceable rigid-plastic sliders at
the knees
• Preshaped joints for optimal posture
in racing position
• Aerodynamic hump
• Numerous stretch leather and textile
inserts for maximum comfort
• Perforated leather on chest and back
for excellent ventilation
• Regular fit
• Colour: Black/White/Blue/Red
• Sizes (men): –

Reaction time

Deployment

Milliseconds
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JACKETS
TROUSERS

Street AIR 》

Street AIR Dry jacket

NEW

• Waterproof enduro jacket, also
suitable for touring, with Active
Protection Inflatable (API) technology
• Optional Street AIR vest with
integrated airbag for significantly
increased passive protection
• Cordura  with breathable, waterrepellent coating
• Wind and waterproof thanks to
integrated Z-liner membrane
• Ventilation zips on the chest and back
• NP protectors on shoulders and
elbows, optionally on back

NEW
• Material reinforced in the areas most
at risk in the event of a fall
• Stretch sleeve inserts, widthadjustable sleeve hem and waist
• Two waterproof outer flap pockets,
two chest pockets, one sleeve pocket
on the left, one pocket on the lower
back
• Reflective print on the chest, sleeves
and back
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colours: Black, Grey
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Street AIR vest
• With integrated, independent airbag
system
• Protects your shoulders, collarbone,
ribcage and back
• Only in combination with compatible
API-prepared BMW motorcycle
jacket (e.g. Street AIR Dry jacket)
• Vest and jacket connected using zips
and press studs
• Electronics incorporated into back

• Three sensors monitor your situation
and inflate the airbag where
necessary
• Suitable for rider and passenger
• Fully waterproof and ready for any
weather
• Removable kidney belt
• Outer: % polyester, %
polypropylene, % Spandex
• Available in a range of ergonomic
sizes

Men’s cut,
Grey

NEW

The Street AIR Dry jacket is breathable, wind and waterproof,
making it perfect for enduro and touring. Every last detail
has been carefully thought out. It’s also the first jacket to
be compatible with the BMW Street AIR vest, which has
an independent airbag safety system. So you’re perfectly
prepared, whatever happens.

The BMW Motorrad Street AIR airbag system: the technology of the
future. In cooperation with Alpinestars, BMW Motorrad is now offering
the exclusive Tech-Air™ race airbag system for road use. It offers unique
protection, thanks to years of research and development, multiple crash
tests and hundreds of thousands of kilometres on the road. It couldn’t
be easier to activate: just raise the zipper on the jacket. Sensors in the
vest recognize an impact within  to  milliseconds, and high-tech
compressed air tanks fill the chambers within  milliseconds. Maximum
protection in the blink of an eye.

Women’s cut,
Black
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Jackets 》 Textile

NEW

DownTown jacket
• Waterproof half-length parka-style
jacket for city and business wear
• Lightweight, elastic, abrasionresistant polyester outer
• BMW climate membrane (windproof,
waterproof and breathable)
• Removable padded thermal jacket,
can also be worn separately
• Removable NPL protectors at
shoulders and elbows
• NPL back protector can be retrofitted
• Press-stud sleeve, waist adjustable
using back belt
• Two waterproof zipped pockets

Boulder jacket
• Short sport-style jacket for the urban
environment
• Removable NPL protectors for
shoulders, elbows and back
• Abrasion-resistant polyamide/cotton
mix with waterproof wax finish
• Breathable, windproof and
waterproof; removable BMW climate
membrane
• Adjustable at collar, sleeves and waist

• Double-thickness sleeve
• Two zipped inner pockets
• Colour-matched lining: dark blue for
men, yellow for women
• Discreet reflective sleeve insert
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Women’s colours: Grey outer jacket,
Black inner
• Men’s colours: Anthracite outer
jacket, Black inner
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

• Two side pockets, one breast and
one sleeve pocket, plus one
waterproof pocket in insert
• Reflective material around the
shoulders
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Anthracite
• Sizes (men): –

Men’s cut

NEW
Whether in the city or the country, and in summer, autumn or
spring, whenever you need a light jacket, look no further than
the Boulder. If the weather should take a turn for the worse,
its removable insert also provides effective protection against
wind and rain.

When you’ve had enough of business meetings, this halflength, two-in-one jacket will help you make the perfect
getaway. Thanks to the removable thermojacket, you can
wear it comfortably over a jacket or suit, providing a high level
of protection if you commute to work on your bike.

Women’s cut
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Jackets 》 Textile

NeonShell jacket

AirShell jacket

• Short, modern, sport-style jacket in a stylish combination
of materials
• Removable NPL protectors for shoulders, elbows and back
• Abrasion-resistant, colour-fast, neon yellow polyamide/
polyester mix
• Cordura/cotton mix base material; abrasion-resistant and
waterproof
• Removable padded thermal insert with BMW climate
membrane; breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Adjustable at collar, sleeves and waist
• Two zipped pockets, two breast pockets, and one
waterproof inside pocket
• Reflective print on sleeves and neck
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Dark Grey/Neon Yellow
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

• Lightweight motorcycling jacket in bright neon yellow
• Comfortable, removable NPL protectors for shoulders,
elbows and back
• Highly abrasion-resistant, polyamide/polyester mix
• Removable padded thermal insert with BMW climate
membrane; breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Large air-permeable mesh inserts of
abrasion-resistant AirTex
• D lining in back for optimum air circulation
• Two zipped pockets, two breast pockets, and one
waterproof inside pocket
• Reflective print on arms and shoulder area
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Neon Yellow/Grey
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –
Women’s cut

Men’s cut
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Women’s cut

See and be seen – this contemporary motorcycling jacket
combines excellent visibility with laid-back urban styling.
New NPL protectors and a modern mix of materials ensure
effective protection in city traffic.

Keep things light and airy at the height of summer, and then
warm and dry in spring and autumn: this lightweight jacket is
incredibly versatile and is ideal for city traffic with its neon
colouring.

Neon yellow on the sleeves, front and back maximizes
passive safety. In addition, the colours maintain their
brightness over the long term.

The bright yellow material is a combination of two fabrics –
polyamide provides excellent abrasion resistance, while
polyester prevents discolouration.

Men’s cut
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Jackets 》 Textile/leather

• Track-style textile jacket,
BMW Motorrad Motorsport design
• Highly abrasion-resistant polyamide
• Lightweight, removable NPL
protectors at shoulders and elbows
• Pocket for retrofittable NPL back
protector
• Lightweight mesh lining with spacer
fabric on back
• Ventilated zip on chest

NEW

SanDiego jacket

Race jacket
• Double front zip with mesh inner
serves as an air vent
• Two inner and two outer zip pockets
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Steplessly adjustable waist
• Short form, regular fit, longer back
• Colour: Black/White
• Sizes (men): S–XL

• Relaxed-cut motorcycle and leisure
jacket for men and women
•  to .-millimetre abrasion-resistant
cowhide sleeves and shoulders, with
a lightly used took
• Rest of jacket is hard-wearing waxed
fabric
• Removable NPL protectors at
shoulders and elbows
• NPL back protector can be retrofitted
• Optional retrofittable back protector
• Full-length metal front zipper
• Multiple zippered chest and side
pockets

• Double-thickness fabric on back
• Elegant lining with Make Life a
Ride printed in large letters on the
back; two inner pockets and one
smartphone pocket
• Zipper and stud fastener at the wrist
• Lapel collar closable with press stud
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Straight, hip-length fit for men;
shorter tailored fit for women
• Regular fit
• Colours: Dark Brown (men) and Mid
Brown (women)
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Men’s cut

DoubleR jacket
• Leather motorcycle jacket with
BMW Motorrad Race styling
• Abrasion-resistant cowhide nappa
leather, approx. . mm thick
• Lightweight, removable NPL
protectors at shoulders and elbows
• Removable NPL back protector in
handy Velcro pocket
• Stretch leather and textile inserts for
maximum comfort

NEW
• Double front zip with perforated
leather inner serves as an air vent
• Two chest pockets, two inner and two
outer zip pockets
• Steplessly adjustable waist
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Short form, regular fit, longer back
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (men): –

Ride with style this summer – a classic mix of waxed
fabric and abrasion-resistant leather. Just take out
the shoulder and elbow protectors for non-bike wear.
Incredibly comfortable, with enough pockets for all
your bits and pieces. Perfect for everyday use.

Women’s cut
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Jackets 》 Leather
BlackLeather jacket
• Men’s leather jacket with worn finish, relaxed fit
• Abrasion and tear-resistant water buffalo leather,
approx. .–. mm
• Comfortable, removable NPL protectors for shoulders
and elbows
• NPL back protector can be retrofitted
• Padded inserts on shoulders, upper arms and sides
• Cotton lining on chest and back, taffeta lining in sleeves
• BMW logo on shoulder, BMW lettering on rear waist
• Short jacket, cut straight below the waist
• Two side pockets, one breast pocket, two inner pockets
• High-quality metal zips
• Waist adjustable with stud fastener
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (men): –

Women’s cut
Men’s cut

Club leather jacket
• Motorcycling and casual leather
jacket
• Abrasion-resistant and pleasantly soft
cowhide, approx –. mm thick, with
a slightly aged look
• Removable NPL protectors at
shoulders and elbows
• NPL back protector can be retrofitted
• Easy-on-off satin cuffs
• Different cuts for men and women
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• Four outer zip pockets, two inside
(men), one inside (women)
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Short, figure-hugging fit, regular fit
• Colour: Black/White
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL

Laid-back style and effective protection don’t have to be
mutually exclusive. The fashionable BlackLeather jacket –
with its abrasion and tear-resistant outer and protectors for
the shoulders and elbows – offers all the protection you need
for safe motorcycling, and ensures that wherever you go,
you’ll always look the part.
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Trousers 》 Textile
Summer trousers

Rider trousers
• Fabric motorcycling trousers, ideal for
spring, summer and autumn
• Abrasion-resistant cotton/polyamide
outer
• Removable protectors at knees
(NPL, three height positions) and
hips (NP)
• Double-thickness material at the seat
• Breathable, wind and waterproof
removable insert with BMW climate
membrane
• Reflective print at bottom with
BMW Motorrad lettering
• Ventilator zips on cargo pockets

• Two back pockets, side zip pockets,
waterproof cargo pockets
• Includes belt
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit, men’s and women’s sizes
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

• Abrasion-resistant polyester-cotton
blend
• Material reinforced in vulnerable areas
• Removable protectors (NP on hips,
NPL on knees, three height positions)
• Classic cargo cut
• Trouser bottoms unzip above knee
• Two insert pockets, one pocket in the
seat (each zippered)
• Two cargo pockets at sides with stud
fasteners

• Woven belt with BMW Motorrad
branding on the buckle
• Adjustable leg cuffs with Velcro
fasteners
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colours: Beige, Black
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

NEW
Rain or shine, on the street or out on tour – Rider trousers
are perfect for all conditions, with stylish details like the
BMW Motorrad-branded belt and the boxer engine graphic
on the back pocket.

Men’s cut

When temperatures are high, these summer
trousers come into their own by keeping you
luxuriously cool. But they’re not just lightweight,
good-looking and protective: it takes a moment
to unzip the legs and turn them into shorts,
removing the knee protectors in the process.

Colour: Black

Colour: Beige
Women’s cut
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Trousers 》 Textile
NEW

City trousers

FivePocket trousers

• Summer motorcycling trousers
• For use on and off the bike
• Abrasion-resistant blend of cotton
and Cordura
• Relaxed fit with shaped knees
• Separate men’s and women’s
versions
• Height-adjustable NPL knee
protectors, removable from the
outside for a quick change from
motorcycle to leisure trousers

• Removable NP hip protectors
• Multiple large and small pockets; one
zippered in men’s version, two in
women’s version
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: Anthracite
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

• Casual motorcycling trousers with
five-pocket jean styling
• Abrasion-resistant blend of cotton,
nylon and polyurethane
• Removable NPL knee protectors,
extra-comfortable for city wear
• Removable NP hip protectors
• Special women’s cut
• Slim fitting
• Straight legs with turn-ups

• Front button with zip
• Rivets and waist button with
BMW Motorrad logo
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colours: Denim (women and men),
Black (men only)
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Men’s cut, Anthracite
Also available in women’s cut.

City 2 Denim trousers

NEW

• Casual unlined motorcycle jeans
• For use on and off the bike
• Abrasion-resistant blend of cotton
and Cordura
• Relaxed fit with shaped knees
• Separate men’s and women’s
versions
• Height-adjustable NPL knee
protectors, removable from the
outside for a quick change from
motorcycle to leisure trousers

Men’s cut, Denim
• Removable NP hip protectors
• Multiple large and small pockets;
one zippered in men’s version,
two in women’s version
• Connector zip ( cm)
• Regular fit
• Colour: used-look Indigo
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

NEW

Men’s cut, Denim
Also available in women’s cut.
Women’s cut, Denim
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Men’s cut, Black
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BOOTS
SNEAKERS

Boots 》

DoubleR boot
• High-quality racing boot with
carbon/aramid safety shell technology
• Inner with D-Axial ankle protection
system
• Outer boot made from tear and
abrasion-resistant cowhide leather
with textile upper
• Removable stainless-steel side
abrasion protectors
• Non-slip specialist racing soles
• Breathable, moisture-wicking fine
leather lining

Gravel boot
• Zips make boot easy to put on
• Speed lacing and Velcro width
adjustment for maximum comfort
• Velcro fastening available with
DoubleR and DoubleR Race AIR
• Colour: Black/Blue
• Sizes: –

• Waterproof, practical leather
enduro-style boot
• Outer made of full-grain, hydrophobic
cowhide leather (.–. mm)
• Foam-padded shin and ankle
protectors
• Reinforcements at heel and toes
• Functional TPU reinforcements
around gear-shift area; both sides

• GORE-TEX® membrane: windproof,
waterproof and breathable
• Robust, non-slip rubber sole
• Anatomically shaped anti-bacterial
insole
• Suede on the shaft for improved grip
of motorcycle
• Velcro panel for stepless width
adjustment
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –

GS Pro boots
SportDry boot
• Sport-style boot with removable side
and heel protectors
• Upper: cowhide leather
(approx. . mm), synthetic leather
at the ankle
• Rigid ankle protection with the
Torsion Control System (TCS)
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• Interior reinforcement at toes
• Shock absorber at the heel
• GORE-TEX® membrane: windproof,
waterproof and breathable
• Washable insole
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –

• High-quality enduro boots with
classic plastic protectors
• % full-grain cowhide (approx. .
to %. mm) below protectors
• Tall, stable shaft with ankle joint
• Shaft height approx. % cm in size 
boots
• Removable, washable elastic
neoprene inner with gel ankle
cushions
• Anatomically shaped calf and shin
protector
• Plastic reinforcements at heel and
toes

• Safety system prevents excessive
lateral stretching and twisting
• Thermoformed %D front cover
protects against spray
• Soft, smooth cuff around opening
helps keep dirt out
• Four robust plastic clasps
• Single-piece screwed metal tip
• Colour: Black/White/Red
• Sizes: –

NEW
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Boots 》

RIDE sneakers
• Lightweight sneakers specially
designed for bikes
• Upper made of waxed suede and
perforated, breathable soft suede
• Certified professional motorcycling
footwear
• Reinforced heels and toecaps
• Ankle protection with plastic shell
and gel pad

Urban boot
• Sturdy short-shaft boot made of
% cowhide hydrophobic leather
• Heel and toe reinforced
• Stretch material around the ankle for
increased comfort
• Functional lining, quick-drying and
breathable

• Cushioned insole, comfortable fit and
non-slip tread
• D air mesh lining for maximum
ventilation
• Anti-bacterial insole
• Colour: Dark Grey/Beige
• Sizes: –

• Tough rubber tread,
impact-absorbing insole
• Slim fit for women’s sizes
• Reflective stripes on heel
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Sneaker DRY

NEW

Waterproof, windproof and breathable, these certified
motorcycle shoes are both fashionable and functional.
And they’re so sturdy and comfortable you’ll want to wear
them all the time.
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• Half-height sneakers, waterproof,
windproof and breathable
• BMW climate membrane: three-ply
laminate with patented OutDry
technology
• Mix of waxed and unwaxed leather
• Formed plastic outer reinforcement
on heel with integrated reflective
markings
• Interior-reinforced heels and toecaps
• Ankle protection with rounded plastic
shell and gel pad inside
• Half-height shaft with inner zip for
quick removal
• Additional front lacing to adjust width
• Shaft height at back approx.  cm in
size  boots

• Leather lace cover embossed with
BMW logo
• Lightly treaded rubber sole with Boxer
motif
• Brightly coloured D airmesh
performance lining for comfort and
ventilation
• Insole with antibacterial surface,
underside slightly texturized for better
air circulation
• Handy backstrap on shaft
• Certified in accordance with DIN EN
:, Protective Footwear for
Motorcycle Riders
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –

Allround boot
• Entry-level touring boot for
year-round use
• Upper made of hydrophobic cowhide
leather and Cordura
• Ankle and shin reinforced with
moulded plastic and foam
• Heel and toe reinforced
• Windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane

• Flex zones at heel and instep for
more freedom of movement
• Light in weight
• Reflective material on heel
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –
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Boots 》

AirFlow boot
• Outer material is a combination of
leather and fabric
• AirTex material as mesh insert
• Shin and ankle reinforcement
• Toecap and heel reinforcement
• Reflective material on heel

• Removable, anatomically shaped
insole
• Ankle height approx.  cm
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –

Pro Touring boot
• Professional-grade touring boot for
year-round use
• Full-grain hydrophobic soft cowhide
(approx. . mm thick)
• Large shin protector, with additional
stiffening and foam padding
• Abrasion-resistant heel protector
• Reinforced in gear-shift area
• GORE-TEX® membrane: windproof,
waterproof and breathable

• Soft velour lining around opening
• Washable, anatomically formed insole
with antibacterial function
• Flex zones at heel and instep
• Women’s version features extra-slim
fit and raised insole
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): –

Women’s boots

AirFlow over boot
• Waterproof, dirt-repellent overshoe
• Specially designed for AirFlow boot
• Stretch, PU-coated material with
taped stitching
• Abrasion-resistant reinforcements on
inner ankle, toe, heel, and beneath
gear lever
• Zip and elasticated sections for easy
on/off
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• Short sole section at front of foot for
stability when riding
• Elasticated at top of shaft
• Flutter-free design, including at high
speeds
• Reflective print with BMW Motorrad
lettering
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: / to /

Men’s boots
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GLOVES

Gloves 》

Two in One glove

DoubleR glove
• Hard-wearing yet flexible sports glove
• % kangaroo leather
• Double-thickness SuperFabric
material on edge and ball of hand,
lined with shock-absorbing gel
• Plastic protective shell over knuckles,
with titanium inserts (previously Kevlar);
firm fit provides increased protection

• Impact-absorbing Suprotec foam on
the back of the hand, thickness varies
depending on function and zone
• Stretch inserts for a more
comfortable fit
• Colour: Blue/White/Red/Black
• Sizes: /½–/½

• Sport-style touring glove with twin-chamber technology
• Riders choose between chambers according to
the weather
• SuperFabric and shock-absorbing foam on ball of hand
• Double-thickness leather on edge of hand
• Plastic protective shell over knuckles,
with shock-absorbing foam
• Lightweight foam on finger backs
• Wiper lip on left index finger
• Colour markings make it easy to put on and take off
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: /½–/½

ProSport glove
• Sport-style, breathable touring glove
• Abrasion-resistant cowhide leather
(approx. . mm)
• Double-thickness leather on edge
and ball of hand
• Three-part knuckle protector with
shock-absorbing foam
• Foam on backs of fingers, with breaks
at knuckles for increased flexibility
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• Palm unlined for a firmer grip
• Wiping surface on both thumbs
made of soft suede
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: /½–/½
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Gloves 》

NEW

AirFlow glove

Rallye glove
• Lightweight summer gloves, suitable
for offroad use
• Elastic fabric-blend back
• Hard-wearing kangaroo-leather palm
• Palm unlined for maximum grip, back
fully lined
• Double-thickness SuperFabric in
vulnerable areas
• Hard plastic knuckle shell with vents
• Suprotec protective foam beneath
hard shell
• Lightweight foam on finger backs

• Well-ventilated summer glove
• Breathable combination of smooth
Pittards leather and schoeller AirTex
• Double-thickness material in
vulnerable areas, Keprotec padding at
the ball of the hand
• Lightweight foam on finger backs
• Perforations between fingers for
improved ventilation

• Touchscreen-compatible fingertips
• Stretch leather knuckle protection
• Doubled fingertips, partially silicon
printed
• Short neoprene cuff with Velcro
fastening
• Mesh on back and between fingers
for maximum ventilation
• Leather strap for quick and easy
removal
• Colours: Black/Anthracite, Black/Grey/
Red
• Sizes: /½–/½

• Leather-covered protective shell over
knuckles, with ventilation holes and
foam lining
• Fingers curved forwards for perfect fit
• Palm unlined for a firmer grip
• Suede wiper on thumb
• Colours: Black, Grey
• Sizes: /½–/½

Atlantis glove
GS Dry glove
• Enduro glove made of
leather/textile blend
• Abrasion-resistant SuperFabric on
the ball of the hand, lined with
memory foam
• Soft knuckle protector
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable
GORE-TEX® X-TRAFIT
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• Crease-free fit and three-layer
laminate for easy on/off
• Colours: Black/Anthracite and
Black/Red/Anthracite
• Sizes (women): –
• Sizes (men): /½–/½

• Leather touring glove for spring and
autumn
• Suede cowhide upper, goatskin
leather palm, both hydrophobic
• Double-thickness leather in
vulnerable areas, Keprotec padding at
the ball of the hand
• Shock-absorbing memory foam on
fingers and knuckles
• GORE-TEX® membrane: windproof,
waterproof and breathable

• Slim fit, can be worn over or under
sleeve
• Touchscreen-friendly thumb and
index finger
• Rubber visor wiper on left index finger
• Special stitching increases comfort
by preventing pressure points
• Colour: Anthracite
• Sizes: /½–/½
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Gloves 》

ProSummer glove

NEW

• Lightweight, waterproof summer
touring gloves
• Hydrophobic goatskin leather and
stretch nylon
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable
with GORE-TEX® X-TRAFIT membrane
• Ultra-lightweight, moisture-wicking
piqué jersey performance lining
• Double-thickness leather on edge
and palm of hand, and on grip area
of thumb
• Knuckles with shock-absorbing
PORON® foam

Allround glove
• Narrow grip tab on wrist, large grip
tab on cuff
• Stretch leather knuckle section
• Touchscreen-compatible fingertips
• Rubber wiper lip on left index finger,
suede wiping area on left thumb
• Reflective printing on back, edge and
cuff
• Separate cuts for men and women
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (women): – (individual sizes
for better fit)
• Sizes (men): /½–/½

• Lightweight touring glove
• Goatskin leather/stretch nylon mix
• Knuckles with shock-absorbing Temperfoam
• Doubled leather
• BMW climate membrane (windproof, waterproof and
breathable)
• Light, functional lining
• Crease-free fit for easy on/off
• Rubber wiper lip
• Reflective stripes
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: /½–/½

Urban glove
• Thin and lightweight, with short cuff
• Soft goatskin palm with holed effect
• Back: goatskin and lightweight elastic fabric
• Double-thickness leather on edge and palm of hand
• GORE-WINDSTOPPER® membrane: % windproof,
highly breathable, water-repellent
• Latch with two press studs on wrist to adjust width on back
of hand
• Touchscreen-compatible index finger and thumb tips
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: /½–/½

ProWinter glove
• Highly insulating waterproof winter
gloves
• Palm: hydrophobic goatskin, double
thickness on ball of hand and grip
area of thumb
• High-tech elastic Nyspan for
maximum comfort
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable
with GORE-TEX® membrane
• Excellent insulation with Thinsulate
padding and aluminium layer on back
of hand
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• Lining made of brushed synthetic
fibre (palm) and teddy fleece (back)
• High-tech, impact-resistant and
energy-absorbing knuckle shells
• Touchscreen-compatible fingertips
• Rubber wiper lip on left index finger,
suede wiping area on left thumb
• Reflective strips on edge and on little
finger
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: /½–/½

NEW

NEW

Silk underglove
• For transitional periods of the year,
worn in combination with motorcycling
gloves
• Made of pure silk
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –
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FUNCTIONAL
CLOTHING

Functional clothing 》 Vests

HighViz vest
• Bright yellow vest made of
air-permeable polyester
• Large reflective panels on the chest,
back and sides
• Excellent visibility in all weather
conditions
• Elasticated polyamide and elastane
inserts on both sides

HeatUp vest
• Close, flutter-free fit
• Can be worn with all BMW Motorrad
jackets
• EN  certification
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

• Warming polyester vest with slim-cut fit
• Breathable, moisture-wicking and windproof
• Five heating elements located in the chest, back and
kidney areas
• Three heating levels, max. W at V
• Plugs into on-board socket
• Lightweight fleece lining for optimum insulation
• High, insulating collar
• One inside pocket
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

CoolDown vest
• A cooling vest with HyperKewl functional fabric at the back
and front
• Constant cooling effect through evaporation
• Outer: nylon and polyester functional fibre
• Stretchy side sections
• Front zip
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL
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This revolutionary vest uses evaporation
to cool the wearer. When the vest is
wet, the HyperKewl system locks in
the moisture and stores it for up to
eight hours, reducing heat by  to °C
compared to the ambient temperature.
At the same time, clothing stays
perfectly dry.

This lightweight, sport-style vest fits beneath all
BMW Motorrad jackets, and keeps the wearer warm
in cool weather. The heating elements are positioned
according to the specific needs of motorcycling, while
the vest’s settings can be adjusted via the optional
controller. Please note the controller is not supplied
as standard, and must be purchased separately.
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Functional clothing 》 Suits/jackets

NEW

NEW

Ride ﬂeece jacket
• High-quality Pontetorto fleece jacket
• Soft, light-striped microfleece on
outside for optimum heat retention
• High-performance polyester inner:
breathable, temperature-regulating,
moisture-wicking and fast-drying
• Windbreaker material with a
windproof membrane in chest area
• Separate cuts for men and women
• Colour-contrasting Powerstretch side
inserts
• Extra-long at back and close-fitting,
extra-long cuffs for backs of the hands

PCM suit
• Two-piece undersuit for autumn, winter and spring
• New, improved layout of elements and materials for
improved comfort beneath a motorcycle suit
• Powerstretch outer material with fleece inner layer and
smooth outer layer
• Heat-regulating phase change material on chest, thighs
and knees
• Windbreaker material on upper arms and kidney area
• High collar made of fleecy thermal Powerstretch
• Jacket with two zippered side pockets
• Trousers with comfortable rubber strap
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

Men’s cut

• High, snug-fitting mandarin collar
• Two side pockets with zips and
mesh lining
• Full-length front zipper
• Soft cover for zip fastener in neck area
• Regular fit
• Colours: Cream (women),
Dark Blue (men)
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL

Women’s cut

Ride windbreaker

PCM jacket
• Functional jacket with removable sleeves
• Phase Change Material (schoeller PCM in front and back)
actively compensates for differences in temperature,
increasing comfort
• Sleeves and side sections made of % soft shell;
sleeves thinly padded
• Two side pockets with zips and mesh lining
• Colour: Black
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL
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• Performance windbreaker jacket
• % soft-shell polyester
• Three-layer laminate with highly
functional PU membrane
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable
• Slim cut for a perfect fit underneath
motorcycle clothing
• Extra-long back section
• High, thin mandarin collar
• Flexible stretch-fabric insert at wrist
for a comfortable fit

• Three zippered mesh-lined outer
pockets, including chest pocket with
inner opening for headphones
• Mesh inner pocket: jacket is easy
to carry and store
• Full-length front zipper
• Colour: Dark Blue
• Unisex sizes: XS–XL (XS and S with
slightly more fitted cut for women)

NEW
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Functional clothing 》 Rainsuits

ProRain wet-weather oversuit
• One-piece oversuit, wind and waterproof
• % nylon with waterproof PU coating
• Non-slip material on seat; heat-resistant material on inner leg
• High collar prevents rain leaking between suit and helmet,
with integrated storm hood
• Large inner chest pocket
• Long front and leg zips make it easy to put on
• Front with waterproof labyrinth design
• Large reflective prints
• Lightweight, stows in small pouch with strap and clip closure
• Colour: Yellow/Dark Grey
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL

RainLock wet-weather suit
• Two-piece oversuit, wind and
waterproof
• % nylon with waterproof PU
coating
• Non-slip material on seat;
heat-resistant material on inner leg
• Removable hood in collar
• Waterproof inner pocket, two outer
pockets with drainage
• Easy to put on with long leg zips
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• Front zip with waterproof labyrinth
design
• Reflective print on legs, arms, back
and chest
• Lightweight, packs down to a small
size
• Colour (jacket): Blue
• Colour (trousers): Anthracite
• Sizes (unisex): XS–XL
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Functional clothing 》 Miscellaneous
HydroSock functional stockings
• Waterproof performance socks
• Ideal for wearing along with nonwaterproof (enduro) boots in rainy
weather or in wet terrain
• Worked as a -layer laminate
• Outer material: a highly elastic mix
of polyester and Spandex
• Laminated with waterproof
BMW climate membrane
• Liner made of knitted performance
polyester, odour-neutralising and
moisture-regulating

Kidney belt
• Practical kidney belt for novice riders
• Air mesh lining with WINDSTOPPER,
windproof and breathable
• Strong stretch inserts at the side for
an optimum fit

• Velcro fastening for individual
adjustment
• BMW Motorrad logotype on the back
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: S–XL

• Seamless bonding technology
for easy fit and maximum comfort
• Double-bonded edges sealed
inside and out
• Reinforced fabric used for parts
of the soles
• Four-way stretch
• Comfortable anatomical fit
• Colour: Dark Grey
• Sizes: /–/

NEW

Summer functional stockings
• Lightweight motorcycling socks for
warmer temperatures
• Practical, odour-absorbing,
easy-care material
• Anatomical cushioning
• Knitted-in ventilation channels on the
bottom of the foot
• Excellent fit: asymmetric design,
elastic ribbed knit

Pro kidney belt
• Belt with zip-in fleece element in
kidney area
• Removable coccyx protector
(DIN EN , level )
• Air mesh lining in kidney area, outer
material made of Cordura
• Windproof and breathable

• Strong stretch inserts at the side for
an optimum fit
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: S–XL

Thermal functional stockings
• Motorcycling socks for low
temperatures
• Practical, odour-absorbing,
easy-care material
• Knitted-in ventilation channels on the
bottom of the foot
• Excellent fit: asymmetric design,
elastic ribbed knit
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• Recommended for temperatures of
°C and above
• Calf-length, breathable Dry Tex®
• Colour: Light Grey/Grey/Yellow
• Sizes: –, –, –, –

• Anatomical cushioning
• Recommended for temperatures
between -°C and +°C
• Knee length, temperature-regulating
• Colour: Anthracite/Dark Grey/Yellow
• Sizes: –, –, –, –
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Functional clothing 》 Shirts/underwear

DoubleR Skin undersuit
• One-piece undersuit to be worn
under a leather suit
• Functional material blend of
polyamide, polyester and elastane
• Highly breathable and
temperature-regulating
• Antibacterial and odour-inhibiting
• Fully elastic, easy-care and
quick-drying

Ride long-sleeve T-shirt
• Sporty, fashionable long-sleeved performance shirt
• % polyester and % cotton
• Breathable, moisture-wicking and odour-inhibiting
• Side mesh inserts for increased permeability to air;
soft cotton-touch feel
• Flatlock seams prevent pressure spots
• Slightly fitted for women, straight cut for men
• Regular fit
• Shirt colours: Dark Grey (men), Pale Grey (women)
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL

NEW

• Seamless, anatomically shaped knit
for maximum comfort
• Foot loops and thumb loops for a
perfect fit
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: S–XL

Men’s cut
NEW

Women’s cut

Ride T-shirt
Thermal functional underwear

• Sporty, fashionable short-sleeved performance shirt
• %% polyester and % cotton
• Breathable, moisture-wicking and odour-inhibiting
• Side mesh inserts for increased permeability to air;
soft cotton-touch feel
• Flatlock seams prevent pressure spots
• Slightly fitted for women, straight cut for men
• Regular fit
• Shirt colours: Mid Blue (men), Red (women)
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL

NEW

NEW

Women’s cut
Men’s cut
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• Underwear for cooler temperatures
• Made from % Tencel,
%% polyamide, % polyester,
% elastane
• Breathable, quick-drying, easy-care
• Odour-inhibiting, antimicrobial silver
inweave
• Increased insulation in sensitive
areas
• Soft and heat-retentive
• Seamless and close-fitting, designed
for motorcycle use
• Shirt with short zipper

• Recommended for temperatures
below °C
• Shirt and trousers available
separately
• Colours (women): Dark Grey/Violet
• Colour (men): Dark Grey/Petrol
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL

Men’s cut

Women’s cut
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Functional clothing 》 Shirts/underwear
Top, Yellow
T-shirt, Grey
Shirt, Grey

Women’s cut

Men’s cut

Women’s cut
Women’s cut

Men’s cut

Threequarter
trousers

Summer functional underwear

Shorts

Women’s cut

Men’s cut
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Men’s cut

• Underwear set for spring, summer and autumn
• % recycled polyamide, % polyester
• Breathable, quick-drying, easy-care
• Odour-inhibiting, antimicrobial silver inweave
• Seamless and close-fitting
• Pleasantly cool and soft
• Designed for motorcycle use, with reinforced protectors
and temperature-regulating textures
• Elegant jacquard shirt motifs
• Recommended temperature range:
Shorts, T-shirt, top: °C and above
Shirt, three-quarter trousers: ° to °C
• Individual items sold separately; mix and match possible
• Colours (women): Light Grey/Light Turquoise,
Yellow/Light Turquoise (top)
• Colours (men): Light Grey/Yellow
• Sizes (women): XS–XL
• Sizes (men): S–XL
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Functional clothing 》 Miscellaneous

Windbreaker Ride
storm hood

Ride hat
• Cap made of % polyamide and % elastane
• Protects helmet lining from sweat
• Elasticated, breathable and moisture-wicking
• Easy-care, washable garment
• Colour: Black with Grey print
• Sizes: M, L

• Storm hood for low temperatures
• Excellent windproofing efficiency at the neck and
upper chest
• High-quality polyester fleece with windbreaker membrane
(three-layer laminate)
• Powerstretch at top of head
• Breathable and regulates body climate
• Colour: Black with Grey print
• Sizes: S–L

Ride neckwarmer
Silk Ride
storm hood

• Functional neck warmer for autumn, winter and spring
• Polyester microfleece with windbreaker membrane over
neck and chest
• Elasticated material made of % polyamide and
% elastane
• Thin, sewn-on neck tube
• Warms exposed area between helmet and jacket collar
• Easy-care, washable garment
• Colour: Black with Grey print
• Sizes: S–L

• Lightweight storm hood for summer use
• % high-quality silk; thin, elastic and soft
• Seamless design for added comfort
• Breathable and regulates body climate
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: M, L

Summer Ride storm hood
• Storm hood with some wind protection for spring, summer
and autumn riding
• Ultra-fresh antimicrobial treatment
• Seamless, elasticated design, % ultra-fresh polyester
• Breathable and regulates body climate
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: M, L

BMW Motorrad Easy Tube
NEW
• Functional, two-colour tube scarf
• Can be worn as a scarf, face-warmer, cap, etc.
• Elastic material, % polyester
• Seamless design for added comfort
• Two colour schemes: BMW Motorrad, GS
• Size: Unisex

NEW

Colour scheme: GS
Colour scheme: BMW Motorrad
80
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Functional clothing 》 Protective equipment

Sleeveless protector jacket
• Body warmer with removable chest and back protector
• NP back protectors, certified to DIN  (level )
• Flexible body warmer made of polyester and Lycra
• Provides generous protection for spinal column and
shoulder, kidney and chest areas
• Very good air permeability and air circulation
• Colour: Black with Blue-White print
• Sizes: S–XL

Shield back protector
• High-quality, impact-resistant protection
• Aluminium honeycomb core, polypropylene outer plates
• Provides generous protection for spinal column, shoulders
and kidney areas
• CE-certified to DIN , level 
• Very good air permeability and air circulation
• Removable, adjustable shoulder straps and kidney belt
• Lightweight: approximately  grams
• Colour: Black
• Sizes: –, –, –

Back protector
• NP back protectors with extremely good impact
absorption properties (level )
• Provides generous protection for spinal column, shoulders
and kidney areas
• CE-certified to DIN , level 
• Very good air permeability and air circulation
• Steplessly adjustable shoulder straps and kidney belt
• Colour: Black with Blue/White print
• Sizes: S–XL
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BAGS
ACCESSORIES

Bags 》
Luggage roll
Function rucksack
• High-quality motorcycling rucksack
• Capacity expandable from approx.
 to  litres
• Outer made of hard-wearing tarpaulin
and nylon
• Waterproof main compartment with
laptop section (up to  inches)
• Can be expanded for helmet
• Four outer pockets, inner mesh
compartment
• Divisible main compartment, lower
section can be accessed separately

• Waterproof luggage roll
• Capacity: approx.  litres
• Outer: hard-wearing tarpaulin, textile-look base
• Removable, D-formed EVA base plate
• Large opening for easy packing
• Detachable shoulder strap, carry handle
• Includes adjustable straps with snaplock buckles for
easy fixing
• Reflective material on front and sides,
BMW Motorrad reflective print
• Colour: Dark Blue

• Ergonomically shaped back section
• Adjustable shoulder straps (padded),
waist strap (removable) and
chest strap
• Travel-bag-style handle
• Fixing straps for additional luggage
on outside
• Can be attached to a bike as a
luggage roll
• Colour: Grey/White/Red/Black

Small softbag
• High-quality rear bag made of flexible material
• Capacity expandable from approx.  to  litres
• Waterproof main compartment, four water-resistant
outer pockets
• Tear-resistant fabric-finish polyester
• Formed EVA base and back
• Detachable shoulder strap, carry handle
• Easy attachment
• Retaining tabs, adjustable straps and snaplocks
• Large reflective areas on front and sides
• Colour: Dark Grey

Giant bag
• Sturdy travel bag, designed for
motorcycle riders
• Approx.  litres, holds a complete
set of rider equipment
• Hard-wearing outer material,
reinforced back and base
• Lockable main compartment, interior
divided into two
• Padded helmet compartment,
foldaway partition
• Zippered outer compartment, two
large compartments in lid
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• Lightweight, with low-friction castors
and telescopic and carry handles
• Four compression straps
• Includes separate boot bag
• Colour: Black/Grey/White

Large softbag
• High-quality rear bag made of flexible material
• Capacity expandable from approx.  to  litres
• Waterproof main compartment, four water-resistant
outer pockets
• Tear-resistant fabric-finish polyester
• Formed EVA base and back
• Detachable shoulder strap, carry handle
• Easy attachment
• Retaining tabs, adjustable straps and snaplocks
• Large reflective areas on front and sides
• Colour: Dark Grey
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Accessories 》

Messenger bag

Ride sunglasses
NEW

NEW

• High-quality shoulder bag with waterrepellent canvas outer layer
• Large, waterproof main compartment
with roll closure
• Interior: padded -inch laptop
compartment and bottle holder
• Two zipped outer pockets, A at
back, front with organizer
• Decorative locking belt, metal closure
with BMW decoration, choice of four
buckles

• Length-adjustable, two-colour
shoulder strap
• Additional carry handle
• Length-adjustable, removable waist
strap to fix when riding
• W x H x D: approx.  x  x  cm
• Capacity: approx.  litres
• Colour: Black

Hip bag
• Capacity: approx.  litres
• External net pockets and
one zip pocket
• Includes brightly coloured rain cover
and removable shoulder strap

• Stylish, high-performance metal-framed sunglasses
• Scratchproof lenses, tinted in Dark Grey
• % UVA, UVB and UVC protection, even in bright sunlight
• Designed to fit comfortably inside your helmet
• Close fit provides slipstream protection
• Soft plastic nose pads prevent pressure discomfort
• BMW Motorrad logo on both arms
• Includes BMW-branded carry case and microfibre pouch
• Colour: Gun

Colour: Gun

Care products
• BMW functional detergent: protects
functional garments and keeps
materials windproof, waterproof and
breathable
• BMW waterproofing agent for fabric
and leather; repels water and oil
and provides a protective seal.
Not suitable for nubuk.
• BMW motorcycle cleaner: cleans all
motorcycle components with ease,
without harming the bike or the
environment
• BMW chain spray: spreads evenly,
holds well, and resists rain and
extreme temperatures

• BMW visor and helmet cleaner:
removes dirt and insect remains
effectively, without damaging the
equipment
• BMW anti-misting spray:
prevents fogging and repairs
light scratches
• BMW helmet liner cleaner:
removes dirt, deodorizes and
refreshes helmet linings

Function sunglasses

NEW

TrinkPak Hydra
• -litre drinking system with tube
• Pouch is quick and easy to clean:
just turn it inside out
• Shape-Shift™ technology and inner
zip keep the system in shape
• Flexible, hard-wearing .-mm
thermoplastic polyurethane

• Cool, sporty and lightweight
performance sunglasses
• Switchable plastic lenses for different
weather conditions:
Brown = high-contrast, anti-mist
coating
Grey = slightly mirrored, scratchproof
coating
Clear = anti-reflection and
scratchproof coating
• Dark-coloured glasses offer %
UVA, UVB and UVC protection,
even in bright sunlight

• Designed to fit comfortably inside
your helmet
• Highly curved, close-fitting design fit
provides slipstream protection
• Black plastic frame with Anthracite
gummed-plastic inserts
• Soft plastic nose pads prevent
pressure discomfort
• Includes BMW-branded carry case
and microfibre pouch
• Colour: Black/Anthracite

• Handy slide opening for ease of
access
• Contains no bisphenol A or PVC
• Dishwasher-proof
• Volume:  litres/ fluid ounces

NEW
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Service 》 Mix and match/How to work out your size

Service 》 Tables – standard sizes
Each product listing shows which size table to use.

Mix and match
Adaptors
Use adaptors to combine the connector zips of new 40-cm models with earlier 30-cm ones.

Adaptors

Sizes of designs with all-round zips can be combined as follows:
Women

Men

36/18/72

48/50/98/102/24/25

42/44/21/22/84/88

56/58/27/28/114/118

Ladies
NORMAL

60/62/29/30

40 cm jacket/30 cm trousers
30 cm jacket/40 cm trousers

64/66/31/32
LONG
Ask your BMW Motorrad dealer for details on how to combine previous and new rider equipment.

SHORT

How to work out your size
It’s very important that your motorcycle suit
is a good ﬁt, not least because if it’s too
tight or too loose, it can affect your
concentration. And if you’re distracted, this
affects your safety on the road.
Jackets and trousers also have to sit right
on the wearer. Your sleeves and trouser legs
shouldn’t ride up, because if they do, it’s
not just a safety issue – it also means you’re
not properly protected against the
elements.

That’s why the cut of all BMW Motorrad
suits is specially designed for motorcycling
use, and why they all feature a wealth of
adjustments, expandable sections and
clever details. To make sure your suit is a
perfect ﬁt, all of its dimensions have to
be exactly right. We know that riders come
in many different body shapes, so our
suits are available in over 40 different sizes.
To ﬁnd the one that’s right for you, grab
your tape measure and follow these simple
instructions.

How to take measurements:

A

B

C

E

NORMAL

A

Height Stand barefoot beside a door frame.
Place a book on your head, and hold it in
position. Mark the position of the book on
the doorframe, and measure from the ﬂoor.

B

Chest Take this measurement while
wearing a shirt or lightweight pullover. Pass
the tape measure under your arms, and
measure around the broadest part of your
chest and over the shoulder blades.

C

Waist Measure around your shirt, just
above the top of your trousers. Stand in
a natural position and don’t hold in your
stomach – that way you’ll ensure the
trousers sit comfortably.

LONG

D

Hips Measure around your body, above
your trousers and the widest point of
your hips.

SHORT

E

Outside leg Measure the distance down
the outside of your leg, from the waist of
your trousers to the sole of your foot.

F

Inside leg Measure the distance down the
inside of your leg, from the crotch seam to
the sole of your foot.

D

IMPORTANT:
These tables are intended as a guide. They show the dimensions on which the
BMW Motorrad rider equipment collection is based, so please use them unless
otherwise stated.

Gents

F
Unless otherwise stated, please refer to the table of standard sizes on page .
Some designs have been divided into comfort and regular ﬁts since . The new
sizes are based on how each item will be used. The appropriate size table is noted
in the speciﬁcations for each item as standard, regular or comfort ﬁt.
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Unisex

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
72
76
80
84
88
17
18
19
20
21
22

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
176
176
176
176
176
160
160
160
160
160
160

66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0

80–82
83–86
87–90
91–94
95–98
99–102
103–107
83–86
87–90
91–94
95–98
99–102
80
83–86
87–90
91–94
95–98
99–102

31.5–32.2
32.6–33.9
34.2–35.4
35.8–37
37.4–38.6
39–40
40.5–42
32.6–33.9
34.2–35.4
35.8–37
37.4–38.6
39–40
31,5
32.6–33.9
34.2–35.4
35.8–37
37.4–38.6
39–40

63–66
67–70
71–74
75–78
79–82
83–86
87–91
67–70
71–74
75–78
79–82
83–86
65
67–70
71–74
75–78
79–82
83–86

24.8–26
26.4–27.6
28–29
29.5–30.7
31–32.3
32.7–33.9
34.2–35.8
26.4–27.6
28–29
29.5–30.7
31–32.3
32.7–33.9
25,6
26.4–27.6
28–29
29.5–30.7
31–32.3
32.7–33.9

88–91
92–95
96–98
99–101
102–104
105–107
108–112
92–95
96–98
99–101
102–104
105–107
90
92–95
96–98
99–101
102–104
105–107

34.6–35.8
36.2–37.4
37.8–38.6
39–39.8
40–41
41–42
42.5–44
36.2–37.4
37.8–38.6
39–39.8
40–41
41–42
35,4
36.2–37.4
37.8–38.6
39–39.8
40–41
41–42

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
98
102
106
110
114
118
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
188
189
190
191
192
193
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

70,1
70,5
70,9
71,3
71,7
72,0
72,4
72,8
73,2
73,6
74,0
74,0
74,4
74,8
75,2
75,6
76,0
67,3
67,7
68,1
68,5
68,9
69,3
69,7
70,1
70,5

90–94
95–98
99–102
103–106
107–110
111–114
115–118
119–121
123–126
127–130
131–134
95–98
99–102
103–106
107–110
111–114
115–118
–
99–102
103–106
107–110
111–114
115–118
119–122
123–125
126–130

35.4–37
37.4–38.6
39–40
40.5–41.8
42–43.3
43.7–45
45.2–46.5
46.8–47.7
48.4–49.6
50–51.2
51.6–52.8
37.4–38.6
39–40
40.5–41.8
42–43.3
43.7–45
45.2–46.5
–
39–40
40.5–41.8
42–43.3
43.7–45
45.2–46.5
46.8–48
48.4–49.2
49.6–51.2

80–83
84–87
88–91
92–96
97–102
103–107
108–111
112–117
118–122
123–126
127–130
84–87
88–91
92–96
97–102
103–107
108–111
–
93–96
97–102
103–107
108–111
112–117
118–122
123–126
127–130

31.5–32.6
33–34.2
34.6–35.8
36.2–37.8
38.2–40.2
40.5–42.2
42.5–43.7
44–46
46.5–48
48.4–49.6
50–51.2
33–34.2
34.6–35.8
36.2–37.8
38.2–40.2
40.5–42.2
42.5–43.7
–
36.6–37.8
38.2–40.2
40.5–42.2
42.5–43.7
44–46
46.5–48
48.4–49.6
50–51.2

97–100
–
105–108
109–112
113–116
117–120
121–124
125–128
129–132
133–136
137–140
105–108
109–112
113–116
117–120
121–124
125–128
97–100
109–112
113–116
117–120
121–124
125–128
129–132
133–136
137–140

38.2–39.4
.–
41.3–42.5
42.9–44.2
44.5–45.7
46–47.3
47.6–48.8
49.2–50.4
50.8–52
52.4–53.6
54–55.2
41.3–42.6
42.9–44
44.5–45.7
46–47.3
47.6–48.8
49.2–50.4
38.2–39.4
42.9–44.2
44.5–45.7
46–47.3
47.6–48.8
49.2–50.4
50.8–52
52.4–53.6
54–55.2

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Ladies
standard size

Gents
standard size

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

80–86
87–90
91–98
99–104
105–111
112–119
120–126

31.5–33.9
34.2–35.4
35.8 -38.6
39–41
41.4–43.7
44–46.9
47.2–49.6

34/36
38
40
42/44
46/48
50
52/54

44
46/48
50/52
52/54
56/58
60/62

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
111
111
111
111
111
101
101
101
101
101
101

41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8

78
78
78
78
77,5
77,5
77,5
82
82
82
81,5
81,5
74
74
74
73,5
73,5
73,5

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm
98
,
103
104,5
106
107,5
109
110,5
112
113,5
115
110
111,5
113
114,5
116
117,5
96,5
98
99,5
101
102,5
104
105,5
107
108,5

38,6
,
40,6
41,1
41,7
42,3
42,9
43,5
44,1
44,7
45,3
43,3
43,9
44,5
45,1
45,7
46,3
38,0
38,6
39,2
39,8
40,4
40,9
41,5
42,1
42,7

78

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
86
87
88
89
90
91
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Inside leg
Inches
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,5
30,5
30,5
32,3
32,3
32,3
32,1
32,1
29,1
29,1
29,1
28,9
28,9
28,9
Inside leg
Inches
30,7
,
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7
33,1
33,5
33,9
34,3
34,6
33,9
34,3
34,6
35,0
35,4
35,8
29,5
29,9
30,3
30,7
31,1
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7
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Service 》 Tables – comfort ﬁt

Service 》 Tables – regular ﬁt

Each product listing shows which size table to use.

Each product listing shows which size table to use.

LONG

SHORT

Gents
NORMAL

LONG

SHORT

Unisex
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Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
72
76
80
84
88
17
18
19
20
21
22

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
176
176
176
176
176
160
160
160
160
160
160

66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0

83,0
87,0
91,0
95,0
99,0
103,0
109,0
115,0
87,0
91,0
95,0
99,0
103,0
83,0
87,0
91,0
95,0
99,0
103,0

32,7
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6
42,9
45,3
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6
32,7
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6

32,7
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6
42,9
45,3
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6
32,7
34,3
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6

26,4
28,0
29,5
31,1
33,1
35,0
37,4
39,8
28,0
29,5
31,1
33,1
35,0
26,4
28,0
29,5
31,1
33,1
35,0

92
96
100
104
108
112
116
120
95
99
103
107
111,0
91
95
99
103
107
111

36,2
37,8
39,4
40,9
42,5
44,1
45,7
47,2
37,4
39,0
40,6
42,1
43,7
35,8
37,4
39,0
40,6
42,1
43,7

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
98
102
106
110
114
118
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
188
189
190
191
192
193
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

70,1
70,5
70,9
71,3
71,7
72,0
72,4
72,8
73,2
73,6
74,0
74,0
74,4
74,8
75,2
75,6
76,0
67,3
67,7
68,1
68,5
68,9
69,3
69,7
70,1
70,5

95,0
99,0
103,0
107,0
111,0
115,0
119,0
123,0
127,0
131,0
135,0
101,0
105,0
109,0
113,0
117,0
121,0
99,0
103,0
107,0
111,0
115,0
119,0
123,0
127,0
131,0

37,4
39,0
40,6
42,1
43,7
45,3
46,9
48,4
50,0
51,6
53,1
39,8
41,3
42,9
44,5
46,1
47,6
39,0
40,6
42,1
43,7
45,3
46,9
48,4
50,0
51,6

83
88
92
97
102
107
111
117
122
127
132
90
95
99
104
108
113
92
96
101
106
111
116
121
126
131

32,7
34,6
36,2
38,2
40,2
42,1
43,7
46,1
48,0
50,0
52,0
35,4
37,4
39,0
40,9
42,5
44,5
36,2
37,8
39,8
41,7
43,7
45,7
47,6
49,6
51,6

99

107
111
114
118
122
126
130
134
138
103
107
110
114
117
121
105
109
113
116
120
124
128
132
134

39,0
,
42,1
43,7
44,9
46,5
48,0
49,6
51,2
52,8
54,3
40,6
42,1
43,3
44,9
46,1
47,6
41,3
42,9
44,5
45,7
47,2
48,8
50,4
52,0
52,8

98
,
103
104,5
106
107,5
109
110,5
112
113,5
115
110
111,5
113
114,5
116
117,5
96,5
98
99,5
101
102,5
104
105,5
107
108,5

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

Standard
size

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

170
175
179,5
181
182,5
184
185,5
187,5

66,9
68,9
70,7
71,3
71,9
72,4
73,0
73,8

87
94
101
107
113
119
125
131

34,3
37,0
39,8
42,1
44,5
46,9
49,2
51,6

77
84
91
97
103
109
115
126

30,3
33,1
35,8
38,2
40,6
42,9
45,3
49,6

91
98
105
111
117
123
129
135

35,8
38,6
41,3
43,7
46,1
48,4
50,8
53,1

D36/D38
D40/H46
48/50
52
54/56
58
60/62
64/66

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
111
111
111
111
111
101
101
101
101
101
101

41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8

78
78
78
78
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5
82
82
82
81,5
81,5
74
74
74
73,5
73,5
73,5

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm
38,6
,
40,6
41,1
41,7
42,3
42,9
43,5
44,1
44,7
45,3
43,3
43,9
44,5
45,1
45,7
46,3
38,0
38,6
39,2
39,8
40,4
40,9
41,5
42,1
42,7

78

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
86
87
88
89
90
91
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Inside leg
Inches

Ladies

30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,5
30,5
30,5
30,5
32,3
32,3
32,3
32,1
32,1
29,1
29,1
29,1
28,9
28,9
28,9

SHORT

Inside leg
Inches
30,7
,
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7
33,1
33,5
33,9
34,3
34,6
33,9
34,3
34,6
35,0
35,4
35,8
29,5
29,9
30,3
30,7
31,1
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7

NORMAL

LONG

Gents
NORMAL

LONG

SHORT

RDE MAS012016S091B1/1

NORMAL

Size

RDE MAS012016S092B1/1

Ladies

Unisex

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
72
76
80
84
88
17
18
19
20
21
22

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
176
176
176
176
176
160
160
160
160
160
160

66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
66,1
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
69,3
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0
63,0

80,0
84,0
88,0
92,0
96,0
100,0
104,0
110,0
84,0
88,0
92,0
96,0
100,0
80,0
84,0
88,0
92,0
96,0
100,0

31,5
33,1
34,6
36,2
37,8
39,4
40,9
43,3
33,1
34,6
36,2
37,8
39,4
31,5
33,1
34,6
36,2
37,8
39,4

64
68
72
76
80
85
90
96
68
72
76
80
85
64
68
72
76
80
85

25,2
26,8
28,3
29,9
31,5
33,5
35,4
37,8
26,8
28,3
29,9
31,5
33,5
25,2
26,8
28,3
29,9
31,5
33,5

89
93
97
101
105
109
113
117
93
97
101
105
109,0
89
93
97
101
105
109

35,0
36,6
38,2
39,8
41,3
42,9
44,5
46,1
36,6
38,2
39,8
41,3
42,9
35,0
36,6
38,2
39,8
41,3
42,9

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
98
102
106
110
114
118
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
188
189
190
191
192
193
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

70,1
70,5
70,9
71,3
71,7
72,0
72,4
72,8
73,2
73,6
74,0
74,0
74,4
74,8
75,2
75,6
76,0
67,3
67,7
68,1
68,5
68,9
69,3
69,7
70,1
70,5

92,0
96,0
100,0
104,0
108,0
112,0
116,0
120,0
124,0
128,0
132,0
97,0
102,0
106,0
110,0
114,0
118,0
96,0
100,0
104,0
108,0
112,0
116,0
120,0
124,0
128,0

36,2
37,8
39,4
40,9
42,5
44,1
45,7
47,2
48,8
50,4
52,0
38,2
40,2
41,7
43,3
44,9
46,5
37,8
39,4
40,9
42,5
44,1
45,7
47,2
48,8
50,4

80
84
89
93
98
103
108
113
118
123
128
86
91
96
100
105
109
88
93
97
102
107
112
117
122
127

31,5
33,1
35,0
36,6
38,6
40,6
42,5
44,5
46,5
48,4
50,4
33,9
35,8
37,8
39,4
41,3
42,9
34,6
36,6
38,2
40,2
42,1
44,1
46,1
48,0
50,0

96

104
108
112
115
119
123
127
131
135
100
104
108
111
115
119
102
106
110
114
117
121
125
129
133

37,8
,
40,9
42,5
44,1
45,3
46,9
48,4
50,0
51,6
53,1
39,4
40,9
42,5
43,7
45,3
46,9
40,2
41,7
43,3
44,9
46,1
47,6
49,2
50,8
52,4

98
,
103
104,5
106
107,5
109
110,5
112
113,5
115
110
111,5
113
114,5
116
117,5
96,5
98
99,5
101
102,5
104
105,5
107
108,5

Size

Height
cm

Height
Inches

Chest
cm

Chest
Inches

Waist
cm

Waist
Inches

Hips
cm

Hips
Inches

Standard
size

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

170
175
179,5
181
182,5
184
185,5
187,5

66,9
68,9
70,7
71,3
71,9
72,4
73,0
73,8

84
91
98
104
110
116
122
128

33,1
35,8
38,6
40,9
43,3
45,7
48,0
50,4

73
80
87
93
99
105
111
123

28,7
31,5
34,3
36,6
39,0
41,3
43,7
48,4

88
95
102
108
114
120
126
131

34,6
37,4
40,2
42,5
44,9
47,2
49,6
51,6

D36/D38
D40/H46
48/50
52
54/56
58
60/62
64/66

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
111
111
111
111
111
101
101
101
101
101
101

41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
41,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
43,7
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8
39,8

78
78
78
78
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5
82
82
82
81,5
81,5
74
74
74
73,5
73,5
73,5

Outside leg Outside leg Inside leg
cm
Inches
cm
38,6
,
40,6
41,1
41,7
42,3
42,9
43,5
44,1
44,7
45,3
43,3
43,9
44,5
45,1
45,7
46,3
38,0
38,6
39,2
39,8
40,4
40,9
41,5
42,1
42,7

38,6
,
40,6
41,1
41,7
42,3
42,9
43,5
44,1
44,7
45,3
43,3
43,9
44,5
45,1
45,7
46,3
38,0
38,6
39,2
39,8
40,4
40,9
41,5
42,1
42,7

Inside leg
Inches
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,5
30,5
30,5
30,5
32,3
32,3
32,3
32,1
32,1
29,1
29,1
29,1
28,9
28,9
28,9
Inside leg
Inches
30,7
,
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7
33,1
33,5
33,9
34,3
34,6
33,9
34,3
34,6
35,0
35,4
35,8
29,5
29,9
30,3
30,7
31,1
31,5
31,9
32,3
32,7
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Symbols 》

Index 》
BMW Motorrad

3-Perform
Abrasion-resistant, three-layer elasticated laminate that
is windproof, waterproof and breathable thanks to the
BMW climate membrane.

Cordura 500
Nylon yarn consisting of 100% polyamide. The manufacturing
process involves respinning and weaving the cut polyamide
fibres. Has a melting point of 210°C.

AirTex
This resistant, net-like Dynafil structure allows air to flow
freely, keeping you cool even at higher temperatures. It is
extremely light, yet offers all the safety you’d expect from
a motorcycling jacket, and is ideal for hot-weather riding.

Design
The characteristics of BMW design include the use of classic
shapes and colours. Our guiding principle is “Form follows
function”.

Azo dyes
These may not be used in coloured outer materials since
they can break down into carcinogenic amines.

DuPont Coolmax
DuPont Coolmax consists of hollow fibres which transport
humidity to the outside very quickly by capillary action, making
the material dry 50% faster than cotton.

BMW climate membrane
A functional membrane that meets BMW standards and is
breathable, waterproof and windproof.

Dynafil
A highly tear-resistant polyamide yarn that is even more robust
than Cordura 500/700 and resistant to high temperatures.

Breathability
Technically defined as resistance to evaporating heat transfer
(RET). The lower the RET, the more permeable the material
is to air.

Dynatec
Fabric made of Dynafil. Tear-resistant and extremely robust,
with a melting point of 290°C.

c_change
Also used with the bionic c_change climate membrane as
a three-layer laminate. The intelligent c_change membrane
adapts the size of its pores according to the exterior temperature,
thus allowing the skin to breathe in hot weather, and locking
in heat on colder days.
CE test mark
The CE (Communauté Européenne) mark indicates that
the product complies with European Union safety directives.

Laminate
A layered structure of various materials created by thermal
adhesion (the adhesive is usually applied in spots), and
particularly suited for use with all-weather membranes. Can
also take the form of a lining laminate or three-ply laminate,
and does not always need to be thermally attached to the
outer material.

HyperKewl system
The HyperKewl water management system absorbs and
stores moisture, then gradually releases it via evaporation.
This has a cooling effect that reduces heat by 6 to 12°C,
compared to the ambient temperature. It means the body
stays cooler, and is better able to perform in challenging
conditions.
Insert
A removable membrane allowing a wide variety of uses in
different climates. For protection, it is embedded in a very
lightweight fabric on the top and bottom, and the first layer
of the jacket will get wet if it rains.
Integral helmet
A helmet that encloses the head completely.

Kangaroo leather
Finer, more closely woven fibres and a tighter structure make
this leather even more durable than cowhide.
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Nyspan®
A bi-stretch fabric made from comfortable elastic yarn.
Off-road helmet
A helmet with a chin guard and sunshield but no visor.

Material strength
The specific combination of materials and protectors used in
each product determines its abrasion resistance, tear resistance,
impact resistance and burst strength.

PITTARDS
An English tannery that produces specially treated Cabretta
leather, entitled WR-100/WR 100X. The leather absorbs very
little water and is resistant to sweat, making it especially
suitable for use in gloves. It is particularly soft to the touch,
and remains so over the long term.

Nappa leather
The upper surface of the hide. Smooth and slightly shiny,
worked to a soft leather with a fine grain.

GORE-TEX®
A membrane made of Teflon (PTFE/polytetrafluorethylene).
Countless microscopic pores prevent the penetration of large
water droplets while allowing the much smaller water vapour
molecules to pass through. The branch-like structure of the
membrane means that it is also windproof.

Nubuck leather
A highly breathable leather with a slightly roughened surface,
resulting in a velvety feel.

PCP/CP
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is banned under the German
prohibited chemicals order of 14 October 1993, though it
may be used in concentrations of up to 5 mg/kg in leather
processing.

Motorcycle-specific fit
This cut takes account of the body’s contours in the riding
position. The tops of the sleeves are further forwards, the
sleeves and legs are angled, and there are numerous other
special design details.

Keproshield
Highly protective material made of Kevlar, Dynatec and cotton,
bonded together with the c_change bionic membrane as
a three-layer laminate, and treated with coldblack reflective
technology.

Nickel-free accessories
All BMW Motorrad buttons and zips are nickel free to protect
your skin.

Leather
Because all leathers are not equal, we only use the very
best. With a minimum thickness of at least 1.2 mm for our
suits, and often much more, they offer exceptional abrasion
resistance as a result.

Categories:
1 star: average
2 stars: good
3 stars: outstanding hard-wearing properties in all areas

Jet helmet
An open-face helmet with no chinguard or visor.
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coldblack
Treatment for dark material that reflects the sunlight and
protects against UV rays, keeping suits cooler for longer.

Glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP)/carbon-fibre
reinforced plastic (CFRP)
The individual fibres (aramid, carbon, glass fibre) can be mixed
in varying proportions as required. By changing the orientation
and position of the fibres, different characteristics can be
achieved – for example: low weight, high strength, high rigidity,
low heat expansion, effective insulation and outstanding
safety performance.

Keprotec
A blend of Kevlar and PA fibres which enhances Kevlar’s
already excellent stretchability and abrasion resistance.
Used to reinforce those areas most at risk in a fall, such
The Ultimate
as the elbows, shoulders, knees and thumbs.
Riding Machine
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Carbon
High-strength chemical fibre that is 30% lighter than glass
fibre and superior in terms of safety performance.

Expanding pleats
The upper material is sewn onto the stretch fabric in a
corrugated form. This allows the compound to stretch,
making the tear-resistant outer material even safer.

Hydrophobic treatment
A treatment which renders leather water-resistant. BMW uses
the vat immersion technique. During this process, only the
leather fibres are coated, to ensure the pores stay open and
the leather remains breathable. Depending
on use, dry cleaning
RIDE 
ensures the garment maintains its waterproof performance
over several years.

PORON®
A foam that comes in a variety of densities and specifications.
Our gloves use specially designed foams that provide a high
level of impact protection and keep their shape over a long
period.
ProTechWool
A unique blend of wool and polyamide. It’s breathable,
quick-drying and heat-conducting.
ProtectionGuard
Combines the looks and quality of raw leather with the easy
maintenance of a performance fabric.

Safety, active and passive
Active safety measures are designed to prevent accidents,
for example by using reflective material for good visibility.
Passive safety features aim to minimize the effects of
an accident, for instance by employing impact-resistant
protectors and outer materials.

BMW climate membrane

Removable protectors

GORE-TEX®

Retrofittable protectors

GORE-TEX® Windstopper

Reflective material

Fit
Helmet shell in a range of sizes.

Leather

Neck strap

Kangaroo leather

Serafil
Highly tear-resistant safety yarn used in all BMW Motorrad
motorcycle suits.

Ventilation

Stingray leather

Shape-Shift™ technology
This uses a partition in the reservoir to keep the drink tube
flat even when the two-litre container is full.

Double-glazed visor

Cordura

TFL Cool System
Cool technology is used in dark leather and fabric garments.
Thanks to a special manufacturing process, sunlight is
reflected from the dark surface of the leather or fabric in the
same way as from a light surface, making the outer material
much less likely to overheat.

Carbon fibre

Dynatec

Double-D fastener

Dirt-repellent

Material strength

Water-repellent

Schoeller PCM
Derived from space research, this material features special
paraffin capsules that allow it to store heat when warm and
release it when the temperature drops. This means it can
minimize fluctuations in body temperature, keeping the rider
comfortable. The material is at its most effective between
temperatures of five and 25°C.
Seamless bonding technology
This process involves placing two pieces side by side, then
covering the join with tape and pressure-bonding them with
hot glue to create a flat, elastic join rather than a sewn seam.

Z-liner
Here, the membrane is like a lining “suspended” between
the outer material and the lining itself.

See index for details.

Warm weather

Waterproof pocket

Transitional weather

Removable, waterproof insert

Cold weather

Integrated storm hood

Ventilation

coldblack/TFL Cool technology

See index for details.
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Waterproof

Special women’s cut

Windproof

Extremely light in weight
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Reinforced material
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